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PUTTING THE PUZZLE TOGETHER
Empowering people and building coalitions to transform communities and
conserve the earth’s natural resources one self-sustainable Eco-Village at a time.
We are providing the tools for transforming communities through Assessment, Strategic
Planning, Partnerships, Adaptive Technologies, and Investments. Our vision is to organize and
build communities to generate higher resource efficiency, stimulate economic growth, reduce
endemic poverty, and improve health— resulting in linked sustainable communities for all.

Investment Offering in its Net-Zero Smart Eco-Village Production and Trade Hub:

MIXED-USE Income Producing ‘Carbon Neutral – Zero Waste’ Real Estate PROJECT
Production|Farming|Laboratories|Showrooms|Offices|Residential|Healthcare|Hospitality|Entertainment

HELPING PARTICIPANTS TRANSITION FROM A LINEAR TO A CIRCULAR ECONOMY

FUTURE-READY WORKFORCE | ENTREPRENEURSHIP | JOINT VENTURE OPERATIONS
$1,500,000,000 in ESG Certified Green Bond Issuance for Net-Zero Waste to 100% Renewable Energy
Infrastructure Development projects for the 4th Industrial Revolution implementation process, starting
with $300,000,000 Budget for Phase-1 Design-Build of 20 decentralized 1MW Net-Zero Underground
Waste Collection to disposal into Heat, Energy and Purified Water, 20 1-MW Battery Storage, Smart
Metered Micro Grid Utility Infrastructure Deliverable on a 25-Year Service Agreement with Government
to support its Recycling Waste Management Program, stabilizing the budget Balance Sheet of all Parties.
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Cutting Edge Techno Solutions (CETS) provides the tools to transform communities that conserve
the earth’s natural resources one self-sustainable Eco-Village at a time.
CETS is a privately held multinational corporation, that uses its insight to make assessments to
develop strategic plans fused astute partnerships, adaptive technologies, and savvy investments
using scientific research and specialized design component.
Our vision is to organize and build communities to generate higher resource efficiency, stimulate
economic growth, reduce endemic poverty, and improve health-resulting from the impact linked
sustainable communities for all. Our uniquely innovative approach will create opportunities and
options to cultural creatives, independent workers, unemployed, underemployed, and selfemployed to participate in the transitioning of rural and urban communities globally.
CETS Regional Resource Development Center will work with regional governments; using various
partners and collaborators to assess and find viable alternative sources of energy to power their
needs. We know and understand that cities, municipalities, and communities are responsible for
finding solutions to solve their climate problems. That’s why our ‘Mitigation’ goal is to reduce
climate change by reducing the burning of fossil fuels and waste management. While our
‘Adaption’ program provides solutions: how to develop resilient waste recycling, renewable
energy, waste heat, water purification utilities, organic food production and public infrastructure
reconstruction. Although climate change is a global issue, we feel it should be dealt with and
tackled on a regional scale.
By introducing our vision and plan of the Eco-Village, it allows a reduction of mega-cities’ damage
to the environment and instead creates a green village, which provides vitality for generations.
The Eco-Village encompasses our ‘Global Carbon Emissions Reduction Program with a Circular
Economy Production and Trade Platform’ using a holistic approach involving business, citizens,
and political and community leaders to ensure future generations benefit.
We will report, monitor, and evaluation of our collaboration, and provide an annual report on
our corporate environmental and social responsibility performance. In addition, we will share
information on the progress quarterly in a report. The progress report will highlight the
stakeholders, the community, and the process. The report creates awareness of stakeholder’s’
commitment, giving a comprehensive look at activities, raising awareness, and stimulates
connection with other groups, thereby creating new synergies and collaborations.
Moreover, the report will include our provisions for liabilities, indemnity, and the goals to the
settling of disputes that may occur. Also, the report will consist of a statement of the intention
to fully comply with the terms of the Legal Instrument to be concluded with the selected partner.
In conclusion, CETS believes that our unique helical environmental, socio-economic approach to
sustainable infrastructure, human and economic development addresses issues that we as a
global society are currently facing, as well as offers viable solutions while empowering
stakeholders.
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